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TO:
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Chair and Members of Appeals Standing Committee
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Andrea MacDonald, Acting Director, Buildings and Compliance

DATE:

March 31, 2022

SUBJECT:

Appeal Report – Cases 358785 and 366307, 923 Highway 7, Westphal

ORIGIN
Appeal of an Order to Remedy the condition of a property pursuant to the Dangerous or Unsightly provisions
of the Halifax Regional Municipality Charter (the “Charter”).
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Sections 355, 356 and 3(q) of the Halifax Regional Municipality Charter, S.N.S., 2008 C.39.
MOTION FOR CONSIDERATION
In accordance with Section 58 of Administrative Order One, the motion before the Appeals Standing
Committee is to allow the appeal.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Appeals Standing Committee uphold the Orders of the Administrator and
thereby deny the appeal.
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BACKGROUND:
There have been eight previous dangerous or unsightly cases at the property; six have been closed
with owner compliance and 2 with HRM completing remedies.
The property is zoned C-4 (Highway Commercial).
A complaint was received by service request on July 4, 2021. The complainant stated that the side of
a building was spray painted and there were abandoned vehicles on the property.
There has been one subsequent complaint received by service request on August 18, 2021. The
complainant stated that the property was vacant and uncared for, there was vulgar graffiti, vandalism, old,
abandoned vehicles, junk, and garbage everywhere.
This report will focus on the appeal dated December 22, 2021 by the property owner of the
Orders to Remedy for graffiti (case #358785) and debris (case #366307).
CHRONOLOGY OF CASE ACTIVITES:
07-Jul-2021

The Compliance Officer conducted a site inspection at 923 Highway 7, Westphal
hereinafter referred to as “the property” (attached as Appendix B).
The Compliance Officer noted graffiti all over the exterior of a structure on the property.
The Compliance Officer posted a 7-day Notice of Violation (attached as Appendix C) at
the property.

13-Jul-2021

The Compliance Officer received a phone call from the property owner who
acknowledged that they just received the Notice of Violation. The property owner advised
the Compliance Officer that power was not connected at the property, they use the
property to store equipment and that they were at the property almost daily. The property
owner further advised the Compliance Officer that they would immediately install security
lighting to deter future graffiti. The property owner requested time to complete the
security lighting and then they would remove the graffiti. The Compliance Officer
provided the property owner a two-week extension to complete the work.

12-Aug-2021

The Compliance Officer conducted a site inspection and noted the violation remained.
The Compliance Officer phoned the property owner and requested an update. The
property owner advised the Compliance Officer that they were waiting on a permit from
Nova Scotia Power to get electricity installed to the building. The property owner
disclosed that more graffiti and damage to vehicles had occurred at the property and that
police were involved. The Compliance Officer requested that the property owner contact
them when they received the permit from Nova Scotia Power.
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16-Oct-2021

The Compliance Officer phoned the property owner and requested an update. The
property owner advised the Compliance Officer that they received the permit for electrical
installation on October 15, 2021. The property owner further advised that after the
electrical installations were complete, they would remove the graffiti. The property owner
said they had someone attempt to spray wash the graffiti however it didn’t work. The
Compliance Officer advised that they would check to see if HRM had any graffiti removal
kits that they could provide to the owner.

22-Oct-2021

The Compliance Officer contacted the property owner and confirmed that HRM could
provide two graffiti removal kits and agreed to drop them off to the property owner.
The Compliance Officer delivered the graffiti removal kits and the property owner confirmed
the work would be completed by November 24, 2021.

16-Nov-2021

The Compliance Officer received a voice message from the property owner requesting a
return call.
The Compliance Officer phoned the property owner who advised that they tried to use the
graffiti removal kits provided by the Compliance Officer but were unsuccessful. The
property owner further advised that they had been in contact with other individuals to try
and remove the violation. The owner stated they would update the Compliance Officer
before November 24, 2021.

27-Nov-2021

The Compliance Officer received a voice message from the property owner advising that
they are going away.

08-Dec-2021

The Compliance Officer conducted a site inspection and noted the violation remained.

09-Dec-2021

The Compliance Officer phoned the property owner and received no answer and was not
able to leave a voice message as the mailbox was full.
The Compliance Officer received a phone call from the property owner. The property
owner advised that they were away on vacation until March and couldn’t paint over the
graffiti in the winter. The Compliance Officer advised the property owner that a 7-day Order
to Remedy would be issued. The property owner explained their attempts to remove the
graffiti and stated that their lawyer would contest the Order to Remedy. The Compliance
Officer explained the appeal process so that the property owner was aware of their options.
The property owner requested that the Compliance Officer send them a copy of the Order
to Remedy through email if issued.

12-Dec-2021

The Compliance Officer conducted a site inspection and noted the graffiti violation
remained. The Compliance Officer also noted a debris violation including blue plastic bags,
clear plastic bags, black garbage bags, discarded wood and gyprock and other scattered
debris. The Compliance Officer opened an additional case to manage the debris violation.

16-Dec-2021

The Compliance Officer conducted a site inspection and noted the violations remained.
The Compliance Officer posted two 7-day Orders to Remedy for graffiti and debris
violations (attached as Appendix D and E) at the property.
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The Compliance Officer sent copies of the Orders to the property owner through email and
left a detailed voice message for the property owner explaining the Orders and work
required to bring the property into compliance.

17-Dec-2021

The Compliance Officer sent copies of the Orders to the property through registered mail.

22-Dec-2021

The property owner submitted a Notice of Appeal (attached as Appendix F) to the
Municipal Clerk’s Office.

11-Jan-2022

The Municipal Clerk’s Office sent the property owner a letter dated January 10, 2022
advising that the appeal would be heard at the April 14, 2022 Appeals Standing
Committee meeting (attached as Appendix G).

12-Jan-2022

The Clerk’s Office sent an email to the property owner including a copy of the letter
dated January 10, 2022 advising of the April 14, 2022 appeal hearing date.

04-Mar-2022

The Clerk’s Office sent an email to the property owner confirming the April 14, 2022
appeal hearing date and the lifting of COVID requirements.

06-Mar-2022

The property owner emailed the Clerk’s Office acknowledging the April 14, 2022
appeal hearing date and confirming they would be in attendance.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications if the owner complies with the Order. If the Municipality is required to
complete the work, the costs will form a debt against the property which may be collected in the same
manner as taxes pursuant to the Halifax Regional Municipality Charter, S.N.S., 2008, C.39.
RISK CONSIDERATIONS
There are no significant risks associated with the recommendations in this report. The risk consideration
rates low.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
No environmental impacts identified.
ALTERNATIVES
The Appeals Standing Committee may vary or overturn the Order to Remedy and in doing so, must
provide reasons to be recorded in the minutes of the committee meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A:
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D
Appendix E:
Appendix F:

Legislative Authority – Halifax Regional Municipality Charter
Copy of the Nova Scotia Property Records Map
Copy of the Notice of Violation case 358785 dated July 7, 2021
Copy of the Order to Remedy case 358785 dated December 16, 2021
Copy of the Order to Remedy case 366307 dated December 16, 2021
Copy of the Notice of Appeal dated December 22, 2021
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Copy of the letter from the Clerk’s Office dated January 10, 2022
Appendix G:
__________________________________________________________________________________
A copy of this report can be obtained online at Halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at
902.490.4210.
Report Prepared For:

Steven Levy, Compliance Officer II, By-law Standards, 782.640.8617

Appendix A

Halifax Regional Municipality Charter (‘HRM Charter”) Subsection 355 (1) 356 and 3 (q)
HRM Charter, subsection 355(1) as follows:
355 (1)

The Council may, by policy, delegate some or all of its authority pursuant to
this Part, except the authority to order demolition, to the Administrator.

HRM Charter, subsection 356(1) as follows:
356 (1)

Where a property is dangerous or unsightly, the Council may order the owner
to remedy the condition by removal, demolition or repair, specifying in the
order what is required to be done.

HRM Charter, subsections 356(2), (3A), as follows:
356 (2)

An owner may appeal an order of the Administrator to the Council or to the
committee to which the Council has delegated its authority within seven days
after the order is made.

(3A) Where the Council or the committee varies or overturns the order of the
Administrator, the Council or committee shall provide reasons to be recorded
in the minutes of the Council or committee meeting.
HRM Charter, subsection 3(q) as follows:
(q) “dangerous or unsightly” means partly demolished, decayed, deteriorated or in a state of
disrepair so as to be dangerous, unsightly or unhealthy, and includes property containing
(i) ashes, junk, cleanings of yards or other rubbish or refuse or a derelict vehicle, vessel, item of
equipment or machinery, or bodies of these or parts thereof,
(ii) an accumulation of wood shavings, paper, sawdust, dry and inflammable grass or weeds or
other combustible material,
(iia) an accumulation or collection of materials or refuse that is stockpiled, hidden or stored
away and is dangerous, unsightly, unhealthy or offensive to a person, or
(iii) any other thing that is dangerous, unsightly, unhealthy
or offensive to a person, and includes property or a building or structure with or without
structural deficiencies
(iv) that is in a ruinous or dilapidated condition,
(v) the condition of which seriously depreciates the value of land or buildings in the vicinity,
(vi) that is in such a state of non-repair as to be no longer suitable for human habitation or
business purposes,
(vii) that is an allurement to children who may play there to their danger,
(viii) constituting a hazard to the health or safety of the public,
(ix) that is unsightly in relation to neighbouring properties because the exterior finish of the
building or structure or the landscaping is not maintained,
(x) that is a fire hazard to itself or to surrounding lands or buildings,
(xi) that has been excavated or had fill placed on it in a manner that results in a hazard, or
(xii) that is in a poor state of hygiene or cleanliness;
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ORDER TO REMEDY
DANGEROUS OR UNSIGHTLY PREMISES
IN THE MATTER OF: Section 356 of The Halifax Regional Municipality Charter, S.N.S., 2008, C.39
Hereinafter referred to as the "Charter"

- and IN THE MATTER OF: Property located at 923 HIGHWAY 7, WESTPHAL, NS,
Case # 366307
Hereinafter referred to as the "Property"

TO:

MEDCO PROPERTIES INC

WHEREAS you are the owner(s) of the Property;
AND WHEREAS located on the Property is an unsightly or dangerous condition due to an accumulation
of debris including but not limited to; bagged waste, bagged recyclables, discarded wood, discarded
gyprock, broken cabinets and other scattered debris and litter, in accordance with Section 3(q) of the
Charter;
TAKE NOTICE that you are hereby Ordered to remedy the condition of the Property by removing the
accumulation of debris including but not limited to; bagged waste, bagged recyclables, discarded wood,
discarded gyprock, broken cabinets and other scattered debris and litter, so as to leave the Property in a
neat, tidy, environmentally compliant and safe condition;
TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that you have the right to appeal this Order to the Appeals Standing
Committee of the Halifax Regional Municipality ("HRM") by filing a Notice of Appeal with the Municipal
Clerk by mail at City Hall, P.O. Box 1749, Halifax, NS, B3J 3A5 or by fax to (902) 490-4208, within
seven (7) days after the Order is posted in a conspicuous place upon the Property or served upon you;
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that your failure to comply with the requirements of this Order within
seven (7) days after service, the Administrator, or any person authorized by the Administrator, may enter
upon the Property without warrant or other legal process and carry out the work specified in this Order.
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that the costs of complying with this Order, including the cost of
completing the work specified herein, incurred by the Halifax Regional Municipality ("HRM") or its
agents, is a debt payable by you to HRM and that HRM has a first lien on the Property in the amount of
the debt which may be collected in the same manner and with the same rights and remedies as rates
and taxes pursuant to the Charter;
AND FURTHER TAKE NOTICE that upon service of this Order any person who aids, assists, permits or
causes a dangerous or unsightly condition or fails to comply with the terms of this Order is liable on
summary conviction to a penalty of not less than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) and not more than Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) and every day during which the condition is not remedied is a separate
offense.

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia this 16th of December, 2021 AD.
STEVEN LEVY
COMPLIANCE OFFICER
782 640 8617

Original signed

SCOTT HILL
Administrator
Halifax Regional Municipality

___
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